is not dense.
1. Gaposhkin, in a discussion of certain properties of "lacunary" systems of functions, see [G] , makes extensive use of the following notion: A sequence 1/ i of real-valued functions on [0, l] is a "Riesz system" if the following estimates hold:
where the constants 0 < Aj < A2 are independent of the choice of |C i and of N.
An inequality of this type is used as a definition of the term "lacunary" in [KP] in an examination of complemented subspaces of the L spaces. Moreover, the classical definition of a lacunary trigonometric system is used primarily to insure that such an inequality obtains [Zy, p. 203] . One difficulty in the application of this notion is finding enough Riesz systems in context. To this end, a sequence l/ni is said to have "property (B)" if there is a subsequence 1/ 1 such that f -0 weakly in L2 and Lim Inf ¡X0 \f (x)\ dx > 0.
A sequence {/ } is said to have "property (B )" if there is a subsequence 1/ I such that f -* 0 weakly in L2 and Lim Inf JE \fn (x)|a"x > 0 whenever E C (0, l) and \E\ > 0. The Lemma 1.2.6 of [G] shows that any sequence of functions having property (B) contains a subsequence that is a Riesz system. Lemma 1.2.6 of [G] shows that for any sequence of functions 1/ i having property (B ) there is a subsequence 1/ 1 for which the following obtains: given E C [ 0, l] and \E\ > 0, there is a kQ = kQiE) such that 1/ \¡.>itr. is a Riesz system when the / are restricted to the set E. _'»k In [PZ] Price and Zink, by taking advantage of the symmetry properties of the Rademacher functions, conclude that for any set E C (0, 1), \E\ > 0, the closed linear span of the Rademacher functions in L2(E) is not all of L ÍE). We offer another explanation for this phenomenon by noting that the conclusion of Lemma 1.2.6 (cited above) applies to the Rademacher system. We also obtain a generalized form of the Khintchine inequality [K, p. 130 ] that is of use in the next section.
Let 11/11 = /J |/(z)| dt and ||/||ß = fE \fit)\dt when \E\ > 0. For each / in
For X C Lj(0, 1) let Xe denote the closure in L^E) of \fE: f is in x|.
A set 5 C Lj(0, l) is "complete on-the set E" where \E\ > 0 provided that 5 = LAB). Otherwise, 5 is "incomplete on the set E."
Lemma 1. Let X be a subspace of LAO, l) having a separable topological dual X' and for which X has finite codimension in Lj(E), \E\ > 0.
There then exists an f in X such that if \f"} C X and \\f -f \\" -oil), then ||/ || -» °°. Such functions comprise all of Xeexcept for a set of the first F category in X .
Proof. There can be no constant M > 0 such that given an f > 0 and an / in X , there exists a g in X for which ||/-g||E and ||g|| < Al||/||E, where M is independent of £ and /. For, suppose that such an M exists. Let i? = |/E:/eX, ||/||£<l,and ||/||<A1|, 5 = {/: / e Xe, and ||/||E<H, and let T e (X ) . T can be extended to an element of Lj(0, 1), and so there exists a bounded measurable function b tot which Tif) = JR ¡it)hit)dt.
Let ||T|| denote the norm of T as an operator on X , and let NÍT) denote the norm of T as an operater on X. Since i? is by assumption dense in 5, MNÍT) > sup||T(/)|: fe R} = supf|T(/)|: /e 5| = ||T||.
The nonseparability of (X ) now implies the nonseparability of X , a contradiction.
Now let K ={f e X : \\f\\R < 1 and there is a sequence \f I C X for which ll/m-/ilE = o(l")and ll/JI<«, for all zzz!.
Each K is closed, convex, symmetric with respect to the origin in X . having the following property. Given E C (0, l), \E\ > 0, there is a k0 = ¿0(E)
such that 1/ i, , and 1/ ii>tn are both Riesz systems. Theorem 2 now im-'tz¿ k >k0 >nk k>kQ plies that 1/ i is incomplete on the set E, proving the corollary.
As a special case, we consider the Walsh system [K, p. 132] . This system is easily seen to satisfy property (B ). The quasi-basis |x , X i is "unconditional" if ¿j5 X ix)x converges unconditionally for every x in X. Otherwise, the quasi-basis is "conditional."
The restriction of an unconditional basis for L (0, 1) to any set E, \E\ > 0, is clearly an unconditional quasi-basis for L (E [L, p. 66] and [Z, Chapter 15l). Such spaces may be defined by specifying a certain class H of elements of Lj(0, 1) and defining 11*11 = SUP {/g \*it)bit)\ dt: beH> and X = ix: ||x|| < ooj.
Various conditions may be imposed on H in order that (X, ||.||) turns out as a Banach space.
Theorem 6. Given a quasi-basis [x , X } for (X, ||.||). Let {r } denote the
Rademacher system and define C= Id: ^rkid)Xkix)xk converges for all x in X\.
Let ZN = |x e X: Xj(x) = .
•. = XN(x) = 0} and let Gix) = ||(2f X2(x)x2)HB. Clearly, the functionals W. defined by W.ix) = J"0 w{t)xit)dt are as desired.
The case 1 < p < 2 is a special case of Lemma 1, proving the corollary.
It is known that the Walsh system is a conditional basis for L Í0, 1), 1 < p < oo, p ¿ 2, [0] and [P] , Also, the Haar system is a conditional basis for Lj(0, 1),
[D] and [M] . The conditionally of these systems is preserved under restriction to a set of positive measure. Proof. If p = 2, the Walsh system is an unconditional basis for L (0, 1), and so \w , W } is an unconditional quasi-basis for L ÍE).
n' n ^ p
The remaining cases 1 < p < 2 and 2 < p < » are considered separately. 
